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Alise has uncovered a web of family secrets reading her mother's journals that connect to the lives of those closest to
her. Now she has to contend with her new career as Director of Global Charity at TG and the irresistible Tyler Moore,
while harboring secrets of her own. Tyler Moore is new in town and wants to make his mark on the world as the new
Director of Marketing at TG, but at the same time he wants Alise Addison with a passion he's never known. Tyler
becomes engrossed in Alise's life as an old flame from her mother's past returns to exact revenge, while also harboring a
secret that threatens a relationship between them. Together Alise and Tyler are about to discover that every family has
their secrets and some family secrets should stay hidden. Excerpt: My Secrets: Book Two in The Secret Series "You've
known about this for weeks! Alise, I trusted you and you lied to me! What else are you keeping from me?" He really didn't
want me to answer that question because it was a truckload of secrets. "As a matter of fact you know what don't answer
that! You were right. Your just like your mother!"
Discover how artists paint, pour, scrape, spray, carve, stamp, collage and otherwise build complex layers of texture and
meaning. Painting with egg cartons, turning acrylic paints into shards of "stained glass," incorporating old "failed paintings
into fresh finished pieces... anything goes in abstract art! Marked by an inspiring freedom of form and content, this is a
liberating book for any artist in search of new, dynamic forms of self-expression.
HOUSE OF SECRETS follows three siblings and their family as they are forced to move to a mysterious new house in
San Francisco and end up embarking on a journey to retrieve a dark book of untold power. The first story in an epic
fantasy adventure trilogy!
When the Chamber of Secrets is opened again at the Hogswart School for Witchcraft and Wizardry, second-year student
Harry Potter finds himself in danger from a dark power that has once more been released on the school.
The glimmering Huguenot cross she innocently wears leads her deep into the shadows. When Gabriella Madison arrives
in France in 1961 to continue her university studies, she doesn’t anticipate being drawn into the secretive world behind
the Algerian war for independence from France. The further she delves into the war efforts, the more her faith is
challenged. The people who surround her bring a whirlwind of transforming forces—a wise nun involved in the smuggling,
a little girl carrying secret information, and a man with unknown loyalties who captures her heart. When she discovers a
long hidden secret from her past, it all leads to questions about trust, faith in action, and the power of forgiveness to
move beyond the pain of the past.
What happens when the team whose specialty is hunting down killers becomes the hunted? FBI agent Nathan Thomas
faces a new whole challenge – solve the puzzle of several mysterious and unreported deaths in rural Texas, while also
facing off against a ruthless and lethal cartel head. Unbeknownst to Nathan, the clock is already ticking… and not
everyone in his circle will survive the countdown. Can Nathan keep himself and his team alive long enough to bring a
homicidal maniac to justice? KEYWORDS: Thriller books, crime fiction, suspense books, suspense books in English,
mystery books, FBI, psychological thriller, serial killer, police procedural, action and adventure, suspense series, thriller
series, crime series, thriller books in English Similar Authors: Sheldon Siegel, A.G. Riddle, Blake Banner, L.T. Vargus,
David Archer, Elle Gray, Victor Methos, Willow Rose, Mary Burton
Chanel finds herself in an extremely difficult position, forced to decide if she'll choose to bail Kristina out or continue to
assist her mother financially. No matter which way she turns, destruction awaits her. Scarlett's dreadful situation with
Principal Hunter unravels quickly, as she's forced to accept he will soon become a part of her life.Naomi attempts to take
a step back into the dating life but is she truly ready? Meanwhile, Raphael is pushed to the point of no return. Are his
parents prepared for his wrath?
A relics expert with a nose for mystery is torn between her sexy billionaire boss and her hot bodyguard. Each would die
to save her...and win her heart. Kendall Morgan puts her sixth sense back to work in the second book of the Relic
Seekers series, divining the history and location of ancient relics. Her boss, the gorgeous billionaire Nathan Larraby,
sends her to Italy to safeguard a priceless treasure belonging to the Protettori, an ancient order of monks who guard four
powerful relics that Nathan believes may be the cure for his dark curse. He also sends brooding mercenary Jake Stone to
watch Kendall's back--although her back isn't all Jake has his eye on. Nathan joins them, and all three tumble into a
labyrinth of defenses created by the monks to protect their treasures, including the Fountain of Youth. They find
themselves in England on the trail of the legendary King Arthur, who along with the Reaper, seems mysteriously
connected to the Protettori. Sparks fly and bonds are tested as Kendall and Nathan's pasts are revealed and Jake's
becomes even more mysterious. The trio must stay one step ahead of the mysterious Reaper if they want to survive.
Fountain of Secrets twists and turns through the shadows of myth and reality as Kendall races to uncover the Protettori's
secrets and fight her growing attraction to her boss and her bodyguard.
In book two, Secrets Revealed, and book three, Pillow Talk, you meet Mike, a younger man who stole JR's heart. He struggled
with growing up as he battled the thoughts in his head and the passion in his heart for JR. Fast-forward a few years later, Mike
now faces the biggest decision of his life as he stumbles to find inner peace after he meets Mary.Mary is seven years older than
Mike, and she was just looking for a good time, but then she met Mike, and her world is turned upside down as she hides a
passionate secret that may end the life she worked so hard to deceive Mike into believing. They say karma's a b-- but when your
relationship is built from Pillow Talk, they will have to live with their past, present and future selves, as both Mike and Mary battle
decisions that can change their lives forever, but was it all just too good to be true? Mike and Mary both will have to make
permanent decisions from their short-term feelings for one another, but can this twisted love affair be a solid relationship built from
a broken foundation based on lust and lies as secrets are revealed in the Mike and Mary saga.
Taimin and Selena must discover the truth about their world--before it's too late. In a world of secrets, Taimin and Selena are
desperate for answers. They need to discover the truth about their origins and the firewall that borders the wasteland. If they don't
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find the hidden path they seek, the citizens of Zorn will die. As they make the perilous journey to the distant firewall, Taimin and
Selena are joined by three companions: a young healer, a weapons trader, and an old rover. Together the five are in constant
danger, unable to rely on Selena's powers as she has lost the ability to farcast--and she doesn't know how to get it back. Now
Taimin finds himself hunted by a new enemy--a strange creature on a bloodthirsty quest of his own. Taimin and Selena get ever
closer to the answers that are essential to their survival. But will they learn the truth in time to save themselves?
THE SUNDAY TIMES BESTSELLER 'Enlightening, thought-provoking and illuminating. Derren Brown asks questions about the
world, and his intelligent curiosity benefits us all.' ELIZABETH DAY In A Book of Secrets, internationally bestselling author Derren
Brown shows us that it is in those moments when we are faced with adversity that we can find life's most lasting rewards. In
thirteen fascinating chapters, Derren takes us on a personal journey - to the scene of a childhood humiliation, to lonely evenings
on tour, to being paralysed by shyness at a dinner party, to navigating middle age and to finding love. Sharing moments of anger,
frustration, loneliness and loss, Derren reveals how it's possible to find consolation and compassion. Even in our most challenging
times we can find meaning and grow. 'Derren Brown is a mine of wisdom, humanity and kindness - everything we need to sustain
and nourish ourselves.' ALAIN DE BOTTON ***** 'This is the most I've seen Derren lay himself bare' ***** 'Funny, moving and
always, always meaningful' ***** 'Derren's best book to date and the best book I have read this year' ***** 'Everything you need in
this is a gem. I can't wait to read it a second time'
A BBC Radio 2 Book Club Pick A regular weekday morning veers drastically off-course for a group of strangers whose paths cross
in a London café - their lives never to be the same again when an apparently crazed gunman holds them hostage. But there is
more to the situation than first meets the eye and as the captives grapple with their own inner demons, the line between right and
wrong starts to blur. Will the secrets they keep stop them from escaping with their lives? Another tense, multi-dimensional drama
from the writer of the Richard & Judy bestseller AFTER THE FALL. 'tautly plotted, gripping and emotional' - Clare Mackintosh
Tyler and Lucinda have returned to a far-from-ordinary place for the summer. Instead of pigs and sheep, this farm is home to
dragons, unicorns, flying monkeys... This summer, everything has changed - security fences are everywhere and Ordinary Farm is
in no small danger. Shortly after Uncle Gideon declares he wants to leave the farm to Tyler and Lucinda, he goes missing, and the
children suspect the evil hand of the witch-housekeeper, Mrs. Needle. But then Gideon just as mysteriously returns, weak and
unwell. Mrs. Needle persuades him that the children are conspiring against him and, suddenly, horribly, the tables are turned... So
begins an adventure to save the farm, involving a magnificent dragon, magic mirrors and a haunted mine.
From the international bestselling creator of Claude, comes Mr Penguin, adventurer and penguin. Indiana Jones meets Hercule
Poirot in this new Alex T. Smith series. Follow Mr Penguin and Colin as they crash land on a snowy mountain. Will they be able to
solve the mystery of the missing pets? What are the strange noises coming from the abandoned fortress? And will Mr Penguin
conquer his fear of flying? Find out in the second Mr Penguin book with plenty of slapstick humour, mystery and adventure. Highly
illustrated throughout with a striking black and orange design. Praise for Mr Penguin: 'Addictive slapstick' - The Guardian 'The
perfect introduction to mystery stories.' - The Scotsman Claude won the 5-9 young fiction Sainsbury's Children's Book Award, was
selected for the Waterstone's Children's Book Prize, the Richard and Judy Book Club and is soon to be a TV star on Disney Junior
with 52 episodes airing in 2018. Alex T. Smith was a World Book Day Illustrator. Follow Alex at http://alextsmith.blogspot.co.uk and
https://twitter.com/Alex_T_Smith
Secrets RevealedBook TwoCreatespace Independent Publishing Platform
In the sequel to Secrets I've Been Keeping, Laurel has graduated from university and living a life of new beginnings in Belfast: a
new job with a creepy boss, a flat all her own, a cruise with friends, and a chance reunion with Christian, a childhood friend of
Cathal, her deceased brother. Laurel finally gives herself a chance at love. Will Christian be the man who unleashes the passion
within her? Will Laurel open herself to this handsome friend from the past? Will Laurel's memories of her brother's friendship with
Christian bring pain or closure to her? Laurel's life revolves around love, friendship, and family ties until one fateful night when
everything changes. She experiences a crisis which plunges her into the depths of depression. Laurel faces a crossroads - stay in
Ireland and confront shame and humiliation or move to the United States and create a new life for herself.
First published in 1920, this is book two of a seven-volume course on leaning jujitsu, comprising lessons 6-8 and a chapters on
forming a self defence club. Jujutsu, also referred to as Jujitsu or Jiu-Jitsu, is a Japanese style of martial art and close combat that
concentrates on defeating an armed opponent both with or without a short weapon. “Ju” means soft or flexible, while "Jutsu"
means "art" or "technique" and refers to the use of your opponent's force against themselves. This volume contains useful
illustrations and simple, clear instructions for the positions and manoeuvres treated, as well we chapters and explanations on
general principles and keeping your body in shape. “The Secrets of Jujitsu” will appeal to those looking to begin their jujutsu path,
and it is not to be missed by collectors of vintage literature of this ilk. Contents include: “Form a Self Defence Club”, “Lesson 6”,
“Lesson 7”, and “Lesson 8”. Many vintage books such as this are increasingly scarce and expensive. It is with this in mind that
we are republishing this volume now in an affordable, modern, high-quality edition complete with the original text and artwork.
Book two in the bestselling HOUSE OF SECRETS series. Get ready for another action-packed adventure!
"The Ship of Shadows" by H. Bedford-Jones. Published by Good Press. Good Press publishes a wide range of titles that
encompasses every genre. From well-known classics & literary fiction and non-fiction to forgotten?or yet undiscovered gems?of
world literature, we issue the books that need to be read. Each Good Press edition has been meticulously edited and formatted to
boost readability for all e-readers and devices. Our goal is to produce eBooks that are user-friendly and accessible to everyone in
a high-quality digital format.
Book two in the bestselling HOUSE OF SECRETS series. Get ready for another action-packed adventure! Just when the Walker
kids thought they were safe, the Wind Witch blasts Kristoff House into a crazy world of battles, beasts and cyborgs. From the
searing heat and clashing swords of the Colosseum, to the snow-capped Tibetan mountains and some seriously freaky monks the stakes have never been higher! Can the Walkers save the world? Again? Brendan, Cordelia and Nell better be prepared to
fight for their lives...The second book in the major new House of Secrets series. IT'S GOING TO BE EPIC!
These two highly reviewed books provide blacksmiths with what are probably the most varied, the most interesting and most
modern blacksmithing projects available today in a printed format. The beginning and intermediate projects in the 1st book have
the aim of teaching blacksmiths new skills and techniques in a methodical, step-by-step fashion using excellent color photos and
complete written instructions. The more advanced projects in the 2nd book give more freedom to the blacksmith to use his or her
creativity to deviate from the instructions and personalize the projects.
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The Deadly Secrets is an exciting series focused on Taria, Michael, Quinn, and LaToya - friends, and lovers, who are fighting
against the forces of evil. Deadly Secrets Revealed is book II in this series, and it begins where Deadly Secrets finished off. This
book presents many questions, such as: will Quinn get to LaToya in time to save her life? How will being kidnapped affect her and
her baby? Will Taria die from her plan to bring Damon down or will Michael be able to save her - both from herself and Damon?
Michael's secrets have come back with a deadly bite to haunt him. His brother Damon is targeting everything he holds close to
him. With unseen enemies around every corner will they all make it out alive? Will more secrets be revealed to turn their lives
upside down once again? Or, will this be their end?
‘What a wonderful read this was!... The definition of feel-good – reading it felt like sunshine… The first ‘feel good’ novel I’ve read
this year that actually made me feel good… I just couldn’t put it away.’ Goodreads Reviewer A heartwarming and moving story
about secrets, fresh starts and the power of friendship, set in the wilds of Ireland’s shores. Maeve McKenna is on the verge of a
breakdown. Having worked herself into the ground as a sought-after interior designer in London, she’s in desperate need of a
vacation. Philomena Duffy is a little lonely. After losing her husband, their crumbling mansion, Willow House, feels awfully empty.
With the rugged shores of Ireland calling, Maeve visits her aunt Philomena in Sandy Cove, where she once, as a teenager, kissed
a wild, mysterious boy – a kiss she has never been able to forget. The beautiful night’s sky is dotted with stars as far as the eye
can see, and Maeve is worlds away from her chaotic life in the city. As Maeve throws herself into restoring Willow House to its
former glory, a deep friendship with Philomena begins to blossom. Surrounded by the faded walls and peeling carpets of the old
mansion, together they stumble across a secret that turns their family upside down. All the while, she can’t stop thinking about the
enigmatic boy from her past, and that magical kiss… Is he still in Sandy Cove? Just as she’s beginning to feel at home, reality
calls. Part of Maeve can’t bear to leave Willow House and its rocky beach. Does she have the courage to leave the security of her
old life behind, and put down new roots in Sandy Cove, or is that just a daydream? Fans of Sheila O’Flanagan, Debbie Macomber
and Mary Alice Monroe will fall head over heels for this stunning read. Readers are absolutely loving Secrets of Willow House:
‘Loved this! So many emotional twists I couldn't put this down! Absolutely delightful!... Great read on a rainy day or a vacation
read!!!!’ Goodreads Reviewer, 5 stars ‘Lovely!!!... A memorable and lovable cast of characters, a wonderful old house by the sea
and Ireland. What's not to love?!’ NetGalley Reviewer ‘Oh, this was a lovely story… A lovely vacation read with plenty of heart and
opportunity, choices and chances, and lots of laughter and healing, make this a book that is hard to put down and harder to forget.
Grab this for an escape into places that everyone wants: timeless, accepting and supportive, with heart, laughter and love, sure to
put a smile on your face.’ I Am, Indeed ‘A great summer read… This book will put you right in the mood for the Irish scenic
countryside… If you enjoy heartwarming romances like Cathy Bramley, you'll enjoy this book!’ Goodreads Reviewer ‘I love this
story… My kind of fairy tale.’ For the Love of Books ‘This book is exactly what the cover and title promise: a beautiful house and a
better beach… You can almost feel the sea air when you read this book. Perfect vacation fare.’ Goodreads Reviewer ‘A story of
family, love and the relationships that bring it all together… Read this wonderful book and find out! A book for a rainy day.
Guaranteed enjoyable.’ Goodreads Reviewer, 5 stars ‘I loved my time spent at Willow House… Another enchanting read from
Susanne O'Leary and I'm delighted to learn it is the start of a series. I can't wait to return to Sandy Cove.’ Rachel’s Randomr
Reads, 5 stars ‘Completely delightful!’ Goodreads Reviewer, 5 stars ‘Loved it!!! What more can I say... The author takes us from
London the Ireland... Her detailed descriptions of Sandy Cove make me want to transport myself right to Willow House.’
Goodreads Reviewer, 5 stars ‘Brilliant… Transports you to Ireland… I would highly recommend.’ Goodreads Reviewer
This book is composed of a rare collection of lectures never before published in a volume by itself. Leadbeater was an extremely
prolific and respected writer on psychic development and was once a spiritual teacher at the renowned Theosophical Society. This
is Leadbeater's "lost book," now found. We gave it this title, "Secrets Revealed," because it is a collection of amazing information
and stories on mind power, magic and ghostly apparitions. Those who have spent years delving into these subjects will often
wonder why they have never seen or heard of this information before.

Surviving their deadly cruise; Elsa, Charles and the remaining passengers are grounded on an island paradise. As
investigation of the murders on the ship begins, Elsa and Charles explore their developing feelings for one another. Soon
blood spill begins once again and mistrust among all is thick in the air. Forced to continue his battle with the mysterious
creature, Charles' true nature is quickly revealed to Elsa. She now struggles with her mixed feelings of love and
suspicion, as a new enemy presents himself. Passion sparks between the couple as they continue to fight for their lives.
In an effort to protect Charles and his secret, Elsa's is ripped from his grasp. He races to get her back before she is lost
to him forever. Can he get the woman he loves back in his arms; and reveal the identity of the killer before it is too late?
This second book in the series covers the deep celestial meaning of the Book of Revelation and part of the Book of
Mormon. The celestial meaning is understood by the inhabitants of the highest heaven and it is characterised by its
simplicity.
The second installment in The Wolf Chronicles finds Kaala struggling with the consequences of forming the first mixed
wolf-human pack.
Daniel's Difficulties Resolved, Revelation's Secrets Revealed delves into specific details of the Biblical books of Daniel
and Revelation. It is not intended as a comprehensive view of these two books, but a specific study of certain often
misunderstood verses of these books. Roderick Yip seeks to clarify these verses by using a comparison and contrast
method of Bible study, and bring the reader into a better understanding of the information presented. Ellen White
repeatedly endorses the precept upon precept, line upon line approach to Bible study especially as it relates to doctrine.
This book is divided into two sections, each dealing with a particular book. The first part of each section focuses on the
principles of interpretation and the format in which the book was written. Then over the chapters, it discusses a particular
chapter(s) and studies individual issues and misunderstandings. The author goes beyond a mere presentation of his
interpretations, but cites other authors, including Uriah Smith in his book, The Prophecies of Daniel and The Revelation.
Particular issues included in this book are the historical information that compliments the visions in Daniel, John's often
misunderstood writing style and the unique format of both books which is helpful to understanding them.
From the pen of prizewinning author Tom Harper, this is a high-octane adventure thriller in the bestselling tradition of The
Da Vinci Code. Jam-packed with murder, mystery and mind-blowing revelations, it is perfect for fans of Dan Brown, Clive
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Cussler and Scott Mariani. 'In the tradition of The Da Vinci Code, a page-turner of a novel. Like Dan Brown, Tom Harper
knows how to ratchet up the tension.' -- Choice 'Be warned, you could become so hooked by this big adventure thriller
that the tide will be lapping round your deckchair before you notice' - Peterborough Evening Telegraph 'Really enjoyed
this book... the "can't put it down" variety :-)' -- ***** Reader review 'Very enjoyable story, lots of suspense, murder and
adventure' -- ***** Reader review 'Very much recommended!' -- ***** Reader review
************************************************************************* A TRAIL INTO THE HEART OF A FIVE-HUNDREDYEAR-OLD MYSTERY In a snowbound village in the German mountains, a young woman discovers an extraordinary
secret. Before she can reveal it, she disappears, leaving no trace other than a picture of a mysterious medieval playing
card that has perplexed scholars for centuries. Nick Ash does research for the FBI in New York. Six months ago his
girlfriend Gillian walked out and broke his heart. Now he's the only person who can save her - if it's not too late. Within
hours of getting her message, Nick finds himself on the run, delving deep into the past, asking questions that people
don't want answered...Hunted across Europe, Nick follows Gillian's trail into the heart of a five-hundred-year-old mystery.
But across the centuries, powerful forces are closing around him. There are men who have devoted their lives to keeping
the secret, and they will stop at nothing to protect it.
1335 B.C. Egypt is failing. Allies are leaving. War is inevitable. The power struggle for the throne should have ended long
ago, yet it rages onward, shrouded in conspiracy and murder. Pharaoh Akhenaten's plan to regain power from the
priesthood of Amun is done, but his religious zeal has stripped the economy and the people's morale.Whisperings of
rebellion fill the streets as enemies close in on Egypt's borders, leaving Nefertiti to fend off political wolves as she
attempts to stabilize the nation and keep her crown.
War between Bayern and Tira is finally over. To cement the peace with their old sworn enemies, a group from each
kingdom will cross to the other for a 'season of friendship'. At first all is well, but mysterious events in the Tiran capital
arouse suspicions and anger bubbles just beneath the surface. Enna's friend Razo must find out who is masterminding
these events before it's too late and they find themselves trapped in the heart of Tira as war breaks out.
India lives in a large, luxurious house with a mum she can't stand and a dad she adores, though he hasn't had much time
for her recently. She seeks solace in her journal, which she keeps in sincere imitation of her heroine, Anne Frank.
Treasure lives on t
Hitler has surrendered. The Nazi flags, which once hung throughout the city, striking terror in the hearts of Polish citizens,
have been torn down. It seems that Warsaw should be rejoicing in its new-found freedom. But Warsaw is not free.
Instead it is occupied by the Soviet Union, held tightly in Stalin's iron grip. Communist soldiers, in uniform, now control
the city. Where once people feared the dreaded swastika, now they tremble at the sight of the hammer and sickle. It is a
treacherous time. And, in the midst of all of this danger, Ela Dobinski, a girl with a secret that could change her life, is
coming of age.
The Book Of Secrets instantly immerses the reader into an original fantasy world of a mishmash of time periods and
rough-and-tumble adventure, whimsy, and heartbreaking beauty.
"The Book of Secrets is the finest and most profound of Deepak Chopra’s books to date. Want the answers to the
secrets of life? Let me recommend that you start right here." —Ken Wilber, author of A Brief History of Everything We all
want to know how to find a soul mate, what career would be most fulfilling, how to live a life with meaning, and how to
teach our children well. We are looking for a personal breakthrough, a turning point, a revelation that brings with it new
meaning. The Book of Secrets—a crystalline distillation of insights and wisdom accumulated over the lifetime of one of the
great spiritual thinkers of our time—provides an exquisite new tool for achieving just that. Every life is a book of secrets,
ready to be opened. The secret of perfect love is found there, along with the secrets of healing, compassion, faith, and
the most elusive one of all: who we really are. We are still mysteries to ourselves, despite the proximity of these answers,
and what we most long to know remains lodged deep inside. Because answers to the questions at the center of life are
counterintuitive, they are often hidden from view, sequestered from our everyday gaze. In his ongoing quest to elevate
our experience, bestselling author Deepak Chopra has isolated fifteen secrets that drive the narrative of this inspiring
book—and of our lives. From "The World Is in You" and "What You Seek, You Already Are" to "Evil Is Not Your Enemy"
and "You Are Truly Free When You Are Not a Person," The Book of Secrets is rich with insights. It is a priceless treasure
that can transport us beyond change to transformation, and from there to a sacred place where we can savor the nectar
of enlightenment.
As the Great War rages on, will the truth come out? 1915. Best friends Irene, Maggie and Annie are proud members of
the newly renamed Women's Police Service. While Britain's men are away fighting in France, the girls are doing their bit
by keeping the peace at home in London's East End. But out of the blue, Irene is given the opportunity to be stationed
near an army barracks in Grantham, Lincolnshire. Having recently experienced some heartbreak and keen for the
adventure, she decides to go. What could possibly go wrong? It turns out, plenty. One of the other WPS girls takes an
immediate dislike to her and makes her life a misery. On top of that, the man she thinks could be the answer to all her
problems isn't all he seems. And when she finds a psychologically disturbed deserter in hiding, she has a very difficult
decision to make . . . Can Irene overcome all these obstacles without Maggie and Annie by her side, and find true
happiness at last? Praise for THE BOBBY GIRLS: Filled with richly drawn characters that leap from the page, and a plot
that's so well researched and well written you will believe you are in the thick of wartime policing, The Bobby Girls is a
must-read for all saga fans.' - Fiona Ford, bestselling author of Christmas at Liberty's 'I really enjoyed reading about
Britain's first female police officers. A lot of research has gone into this book and it's all the richer and more readable for
it. An exciting new voice in women's fiction.' - Kate Thompson, bestselling author of Secrets of the Singer Girls 'I really
did enjoy The Bobby Girls. It has a lovely warm feeling about it and is excellently written.' - Maureen Lee, RNA awardPage 4/5
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winning author of Dancing in the Dark 'A well-researched and interesting story giving a great insight into early women's
policing.' - Anna Jacobs, bestselling author of the Ellindale series 'Written with warmth and compassion, the novel gives
fascinating insights into the lives of three courageous young women.' - Margaret Kaine, RNA award-winning author of
Ring of Clay 'Johanna Bell has hit the jackpot with this striking WW1 crime story. The author places the focus firmly on
the girls' growth into independent members of society in a rapidly changing world. It's a heartening central message
conveyed with verve and empathy and remains relevant to today's readers, both young and old.' - Jenny Holmes, author
of The Spitfire Girls 'This is a story that needed to be told. As a former Special Constable, I love Johanna Bell from the
bottom of my heart for giving a voice to the women who first made a way for me and countless others like me - to work as
real police officers in the service of our communities.' - Penny Thorpe, author of The Quality Street Girls 'A lovely story!
The author has researched the era and the theme very well. The characters stood out on the page and through their eyes
you are transported back to a different age.' - AnneMarie Brear, author of Beneath a Stormy Sky
Just as Jamie Reynolds, aka JR, stepped outside of her comfort zone and lets her guard down with Toni, she quickly
understood why she had it up in the first place. Toni was nothing like he pretended to be, and after three years of his lies,
JR finally had had enough and found the courage to leave. JR didn't have many friends and was so embarrassed at her
life's direction she tried to pretend she was okay, but her true friends knew better. This included David, her past lover,
who was happy she was back in Atlanta, but things just weren't the same between them. Maybe because JR was still
legally married to Toni, as he refused to sign the divorce papers, or maybe because David's life was moving forward and
JR's life had fallen backwards. This new JR was nothing like her old self. JR was once a strong independent woman, but
now she can't even look herself in the mirror without falling apart. After years of lies and now emotional abuse from Toni,
who refuses to let her go, she just couldn't hold it all in and finally her emotions started to get the best of her. JR tried to
drink her problems away, which only made things worse, as she truly lost her direction. Then her life unexpectedly came
crashing down after her friendship with Terry took a turn for the worse. One by one JR not only lost her old friends, but
she also lost her way, which led JR to seek help. Jenny was JR's saving grace, and after diving deep into her past, she
finally began to uncover the hidden secrets of the real JR. Secrets even JR hid from herself. As Jenny encouraged JR to
let her guard down yet again and explore dating, she met Mike, a twenty-five-year-old young professional who was
nothing like Toni. He was educated, had a thriving career, and truly supported JR even after watching the drama unfold
between Toni and her, but he never ran, and JR appreciated his strength.Lust and Lies was just the beginning as The
Jamie Reynolds Chronicles continues and JR is faced with the newest chapter in her life, a life full of questionable
memories into her past, present and future self.
Read the graphic novel that Caldecott medal-winning illustrator, Dan Santat, calls, "An edge-of-your-seat thriller!" Ever
Barnes is a shy orphan guarding a secret in an amazing puzzle box of a building. Most of the young women who work at
the building's Switchboard Operating Facility, which connects the whole city of Oskar, look the other way as Ever roams
around in the shadows. But one of them, Lisa, keeps an eye on the boy. So does the head of the Switchboard, Madame
Alexander . . . a rather sharp eye. Enter Hannah, the spunky daughter of the building's owner. She thinks Ever needs a
friend, even if he doesn't know it yet. Good thing she does! Lisa and Madame Alexander are each clearly up to
something. Ever is beset by a menacing band of rogues looking to unlock the secret he holds--at any cost. And whatever
is hidden deep in the Switchboard building will determine all of their futures. On a journey that twists and turns as much
as the mechanical building Ever Barnes calls home, he and his new friend Hannah have to and out what's really going
on in this mysterious city of secrets . . . or else!
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